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Description 

Siteimprove has created a collection of short informational videos on various topics called the 

"Breakthrough Series". They consist of a subject matter expert speaking about a topic in front of 

the camera from their home office or the Toronto office.   

The video opens to show Matthew sitting in her home office, speaking on camera for the entire 

length of the video.   

Matthew has dark hair and is wearing a blue and white collared shirt. 

Transcript 

Matthew Margey: 

Hi my name is Matthew Margey,  Search Consultant at Siteimprove Canada. And today we're 

going to talk about SEO and how to build an SEO roadmap.  

[Upbeat music plays.  The title slide comes up with the words: Breakthrough. Siteimprove.  Then 

the scene returns to Matthew speaking on camera.] 

The first stage of the SEO roadmap is around foundations and around objectives and planning. 

So really understanding what you want to achieve before you implement an SEO strategy. So 

what is your company's goals and how could that tie in with SEO? 

https://videos.siteimprove.com/en-ca/watch/sQmhJSwwNGzUTUaKUAPH5d?


So potentially could be increasingly leads to your website? Maybe it's more of around the brand 

awareness type of strategy. Maybe it's a content strategy and being the leaders and thought 

leadership in your space or maybe it's more of around an international strategy and trying to 

rank for keywords in different regions in different countries to gain more traffic to your site 

Then you need to think about, do you have the right resources in place? Do you have a budget 

to build a team? Do you have an SEO champion that oversees the strategy and builds the 

strategy as well? That works with a content team or a content person to build the content that 

works for the web developer to fix all the technical issues and also user experience as well 

which is a growing area in SEO. 

And then you can think about, do you have the right tools or a platform in place? Do you have a 

platform that can monitor and track keywords? That can identify all the content opportunities in 

the market? Identify all the content and technical issues on your website? Monitor and 

discovering your competitors online? And then track the success of your work from an analytics 

perspective.  


